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Abstract
There is evidence for the late development in humans of configural face and animal
recognition. We show that the recognition of artificial three-dimensional objects from part
configurations develops similarly late. We also demonstrate that the cross-modal integration
of object information reinforces the development of configural recognition more than the
intra-modal integration does. Multimodal object representations in the brain may therefore
play a role in configural object recognition.
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For retrieving the spatial structure of three-dimensional (3D) objects from single static twodimensional (2D) views humans require additional information. It has been suggested that this
is accomplished by relating image features to visual representations in the brain [2, 4]. Yet
object knowledge retains an intrinsic multimodal quality as it may be acquired both by vision
and by touch. The haptic modality can be assumed to yield object information as rich as that
provided by the visual modality [15], and haptics and vision tend to complement one another
in the type of information used to represent the object [17, 24]. This indicates that 3D object
recognition may benefit from the multimodal integration of sensory information.
Evidence for the existence of multimodal object representations in the brain comes from
neurophysiological research including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) techniques. TMS experiments suggest that the visual
cortex is also closely involved in the tactile discrimination of object orientation and shape
[33]. fMRI studies probing cross-modal priming in object recognition have revealed an
activation not only in the somatosensory cortex but also in regions of the occipital cortex
traditionally associated with visual processing, thus pointing at overlapping haptic and visual
representations [1, 14].
From developmental psychology it would seem that multimodal object recognition
occurs already in infants [20]. The finding however that iinfants can use a variety of cues to
perceive objects [22, 31] does not answer the questions as to when and “how these cues (i.e.,
knowledge sources) are combined in the process of constructing coherent object
representations” [ref. 27, p. 32]. Experiments on visual animal recognition [10] indicate that
recognition abilities in young children (under the age of 10 years) draw much upon properties
of isolated object parts, whereas comparable performance levels with regard to the processing
of part configurations, or global form, are reached only in adolescence (around 15-16 years).
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A similar development from the processing of parts to that of part configurations has been
postulated for face recognition [5, 6, 8].
Taken together these observations suggest that the configural recognition of artificial
3D objects may occur as late as face and animal recognition do, and that multimodal object
representations play a role in its development. To test this hypothesis we compared the
developmental characteristics of the effects of haptic and visual prior knowledge on visually
learning 3D objects differing in part configurations only. For achieving this goal, we
employed a psychophysical paradigm based on two essentials. First, a learning set of
unfamiliar complex objects containing mirror-symmetric (“left-right”) objects was used. Such
objects cannot be identified on the basis of “diagnostic” features since they differ in higherlevel configural properties only [28]. Second, a fixed procedure of visual category learning
was used. Thus only characteristics of internalized object representations and not of (physical)
stimulus redundancies could affect learning performance [25].
We studied object learning in 30 school children aged 8-14 years and a control group of
10 adults. The experiments employed a set of three artificial objects that were novel for the
subjects. Thus learning was completely under experimental control, and confounding effects
due to naming and conceptual world knowledge were minimized. The objects were each
composed of four spheres. Three spheres formed an isosceles triangle, while the fourth was
placed perpendicularly above the centre of one of the base spheres. Thus one unique object 1
and two left-right objects 2 and 3 were obtained (Figure 1A, left). The objects were generated
both as physical models and as virtual models. Physical models were constructed of
polystyrene balls measuring 6 cm in diameter. Virtual models were generated and displayed
as perspective 2D projections on a computer graphics system (O2 workstation, Silicon
Graphics Inc., USA).
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Figure 1. Learning the categorization of three 3D objects from 2D views. (A) Left: Objects consisted of four
spheres, with three of them forming an isosceles triangle and the fourth being placed perpendicularly above the
centre of one of the base spheres. Objects 2 and 3 were left-right versions of each other. Objects were generated
both as physical and as computer graphic models. Right: Samples of the 22 views used for category learning. (B)
Supervised category learning. The learning procedure was partitioned into “learning units” consisting of a
training phase and a test phase.

For the acquisition of haptic prior knowledge the blindfolded subjects explored with
their hands the physical models and compared them part-by-part. They were encouraged to do
so by moving and rotating the objects in space without restrictions. For gathering visual prior
knowledge subjects could “grasp” the virtual models on the computer screen by means of the
computer mouse and deliberately change their viewing angle. Thus they could inspect the
objects from any desired viewing direction. For both conditions, the pre-exploration lasted 5
min and was immediately followed by visual category learning.
During category learning the subjects were trained in a supervised-learning paradigm
[29] to classify a set of 22 views of the previously explored objects. The views were obtained
from the virtual object models by sampling the viewing sphere in 60° steps (Figure 1A, right)
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[25]. The learning procedure was partitioned into a series of learning units, each consisting of
a learning phase and a test phase (Figure 1B). During the learning phase each view of the
learning set was presented once for 250 ms and in random order, followed by the
corresponding object label displayed for 1s. During testing, each view was presented once and
then assigned by the observer to one of the three objects. Each learning unit thus resulted in a
(22 x 3) - dimensional classification matrix. The learning procedure lasted one hour within
which each subject completed on average 13 learning units.
Learning performance is summarised in Figure 2A in terms of a bias-free sensitivity
measure d’ [13] derived from the classification frequencies. Observer performance is shown
in the initial and late phase of learning (learning units N = 1, and N = 13, respectively). The
data are split into a row indexing the classification of the “non-symmetric” object 1 and a row
indexing the mean classification of the “symmetric” objects 2 and 3. They show that children
of grade 8 (13-14 years), and the adults of the control group, with haptic prior knowledge
performed better than those with visual prior knowledge. This trend was reversed for subjects
of grade 3 (8-9 years), thus leading to a significant interaction between the factors age and
modality used during the pre-exploration both in initial and in late learning (N= 1: F (3,104) =
3.87, p < 0.05; N = 13: F (3,104) = 4.80, p < 0.01). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that
children of grade 8 performed significantly better in the haptic relative to the visual condition
both in initial and late learning of the non-symmetric object (N=1: t (8) = 2.38, p < 0.05; N =
13: t (8) = 3.38, p < 0.05) and in late learning for the two symmetric objects (t (18) = 2.11, p <
0.05). In contrast, children of grade 3 performed significantly better in the visual relative to
the haptic condition for the non-symmetric object (N = 1: t (8) = 4.17, p < 0.01; N=13: t (8) =
2.45, p < 0.05) and in late learning (N = 13) of the two symmetric objects [t (18) = 4.06, p <
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Figure 2. Effect of prior knowledge on learning 3D objects from 2D views. Dynamics of visual learning as
reflected by performance in learning units N=1 and N=13. (A) Sensitivity measures d’ for recognizing the nonsymmetric object 1 and mean d’ for the symmetric objects 2 and 3. Light bars: Prior knowledge from visually
inspecting on the computer screen the 2D projections of virtual 3D object models that were rotated via the
mouse. Dark bars: Prior knowledge from blindfolded subjects exploring the real 3D objects with their hands.
School children in grade 3 (age 8-9 years), grade 4 (age 9-10 years), and grade 8 (age 13-14 years). Reference
group of adults aged 20 – 45 years. 5 subjects at each condition; error bars S.E. (N=5). (B) Conceptual space
representations derived by Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). Vertices of triangles represent object concepts (○:
object 1; ►: object 2; ◄: object 3). Distances between vertices reflect perceived object similarities; variable s
denotes stress values of MDS solutions.
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0.01)]. Generally, the children performed significantly worse for the symmetric objects as
compared to the non-symmetric object (N = 1: F (1,104) = 18.63, p < 0.01; N = 13: F (1,104)
= 24.46, p < 0.001). However, the different levels of complexity induced by object symmetry
did not affect the relationship of age and modality as the interaction age x modality x
symmetry was non-significant (N = 1: F (3,104) = 0.71, p = 0.51; N = 13: F (3,104) = 0.49, p
= 0.65).
The learning data in form of cumulated classification matrices were further analysed in
terms of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). For each pair of views a similarity measure was
obtained from the classification frequencies. The resulting similarity matrices for the visual
and haptic condition were conjointly subjected to weighed MDS. By combining views from
same objects, the conceptual space could be visualized by triangular configurations with the
distance of pairs of vertices reflecting the perceived similarity of class concepts. The
configurations are shown in Figure 2B together with their stress values, which provide a
measure of fit for the scaling solutions. The graphs reveal the pronounced distortions in the
conceptual space introduced by the divergence between the two symmetric objects and the
non-symmetric object. The distortion becomes particularly prominent in the conceptual space
of children of grade 4 (age 9-10 years). For children of grade 8 (age 13–14 years), haptic prior
knowledge enables a more veridical representation of the conceptual space than does visual
prior knowledge, eventually leading to a perfectly balanced representation in the adults.
The MDS analysis of the learning data yielded two main results: First, at the complexity
level of mirror-symmetries configural recognition did not develop until late childhood and
adolescence. Second, cross-modal integration of object knowledge reinforced the
development of configural 3D object recognition more than intra-modal integration did. This
raises the question of whether the tardy development of cross-modal integration is due to a
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retardation of (1) efficient haptic feature extraction, (2) the ability to build haptic object
representations, or that of (3) the cross-modal binding of object information. As the
development of tactual object exploration and recognition settles by the age of 5 - 6 years
[21], the first two hypotheses are unlikely candidates for interpreting our findings. This
conclusion is supported by our observation that there was no apparent age-dependent
difference in haptic exploration behaviour between age groups. We therefore suggest that our
results reflect the late development of the cross-modal binding of configural 3D object
information.
Lederman and Klatzky [17] suggested that adults identify form or global structural
information early in the recognition process, whereas they discern object parts later. The agerelated observations reported here would seem to contradict their claim. It should be noted
however that, in the terminology of these authors, differences of “form” existed in our study
between object 1 and each of the left-right objects 2 and 3. These differences were due to the
bilateral symmetry that object 1 has in itself and that is lacking in objects 2 and 3. By contrast,
objects 2 and 3 had the same symmetry properties in themselves but are mirror-symmetric
versions of each other. The difference between objects 2 and 3 therefore reflected a higher
level of configural complexity, or greater relational depth of part attributes [25], than did the
differences between the latter objects and object 1. Hence the conclusion that the
developmental trend we observed reflects age–related changes in the object-representation
strategies proposed by Lederman and Klatzky [17].
More obvious is the correspondence between the late development of configural 3D
object recognition observed here and the tardy development of image-based configural face
[5, 6, 8] and animal recognition [10]. Whether there exists a causal relationship between these
two types of developmental phenomena cannot be decided from the present study. Yet it is
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tempting to speculate that the functional maturation of multimodal 3D object representations
plays a role not only in configural 3D object recognition but in configural image processing in
general.
The cross-modal reinforcement of configural 3D object recognition reported here is
consistent with earlier concepts of active perception and cognition according to which a
separation between cognition and action is difficult [23, 26, 32]. Two ways of interpreting
related visuomotor interactions are conceivable. First, lesions in the left or right parietal lobes
may cause constructional apraxia [3, 16]. This deficit has been attributed to the disconnection
of the visual image of objects from the mental programs guiding a patient’s movement as
he/she constructs these objects from parts [16]. More specifically, a lesion of the left angular
gyrus, a region within the inferior parietal lobule, may cause Gerstmann’s syndrome [9, 19].
Finger agnosia, left-right confusion, agraphia and acalculia are the constituents of the latter
deficit the common denominator of which may be an impairment in the manipulation of
mental images [19]. Second, there is evidence that cross-temporal contingencies of new and
complex sensorimotor sequences are integrated by connecting sensory areas with motor areas
of the cerebral cortex under the control of the prefrontal cortex (PFC; ref. 12, p. 329). Both
the parietal and the prefrontal types of function might subsume task demands as in the present
study, where subjects haptically explored complex 3D objects by moving them freely in space
and grasping them part-by-part. It is further of interest that the angular gyrus is among the last
territories of the neocortex to develop [11] and so is the prefrontal cortex [7]. Thus it seems
impossible to decide about these interpretations on the basis of the present study. It would be
of interest however to see whether the observed developmental delay in cross-modal
integration occurs for familiar stimulus material as well. If this were not the case it would
seem to be more likely that the function of the prefrontal cortex underlies the present findings.
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However this may be an apparent inconsistency in functional localization should not pass
unnoticed. The brain imaging studies [1, 14] identified structures in the occipito-temporal
cortex as the site of multimodal object representations, whereas we argued in favour of either
parietal or prefrontal functions. We feel that this discrepancy in localization could be due to
the fact that the former studies required their subjects to touch immobile objects, whereas our
subjects explored the learning objects by manipulating them freely in space.

Conclusions: Configural 3D object recognition develops late and is not fully functional until
adolescence. It is more strongly reinforced by the cross-modal integration of prior object
knowledge as compared to the intra-modal integration of such knowledge. This suggests that
multimodal object representations play a role in recognizing the configural characteristics of
3D objects. The integrative function of either the parietal or the frontal association areas of
the cerebral cortex may underlie the formation of such representations.
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